


INCREDIBLE INDEPENDENCE DAY CELEBRATIONS:

“FREEDOM IS NEVER GIVEN; IT IS WON”

The 75th Independence Day in Edify school is celebrated with pride and honor and with great homage to all the great 

fighters and patriots who scarified their lives for the freedom of India and made India a better place to live.

Sri. B. Lakshmikantham former Member IAS, motivational speaker, Retd. AP State govt employee of class 1 level, a multi 

facet personality with many awards (state, National, International) graced the celebrations as the Chief Guest, 

accompanied by Mr. P. Praneeth, Director Sir and Edify family at large. There was also an event of the March-past organized 

by different houses of the school, as each house with their battalion took a circle of the field representing their colour flag on 

the hand of the house captain leading the troops. It was then followed by the Cultural Extravaganza by Edifiers.

Aesthetic Ganesh Chaturthi  Celebrations:

“Lord Ganesha is always with us to enlighten us with knowledge, to be our mentor, our guide and our protector.”

Festivals build group cohesiveness. People believe that Lord Ganesha, the symbol of wisdom bestows his presence on 

Earth during this festival and remove their obstacles. With such belief, our Edifiers performed various activities on the 

auspicious occasion of Ganesh Chaturthi through virtual mode. The sole purpose of the celebration was to let the students 

stay rooted with Indian culture and to enable them to understand the significance of this festival.

The celebrations began with lighting diyas to lord Ganesha followed by enthralling dance performances by the little 

blooming Edifiers. The graceful expressions given by the performers for the devotional songs were really breath-taking and 

won the hearts ofthe audience. There was devotion, creativity and fun altogether.

CELEBRATIONS



Exemplary performance in Quiz competition conducted by ISRO

Master Bharadwaj Thamogna exhibited exemplary performance in Quiz competition 
conducted by ISRO.In South zone, He stood 1st in the quiz and 2nd in the elocution 
competition organised by ISRO on the occasion of World Space Week in the year 
2021.In South zone, He stood 2nd in the quiz and received consolation prize in the 
elocution competition organised by ISRO on the occasion of World Space Week in the 
year 2020.

A record maker at International level- Youngest Indian to get certified from Microsoft 
Office

Master Anirudh Sriram is the youngest Indian to get certified from Microsoft Office at the 
age of 7.At the age of 3 Anirudh marked his name in India book of records for *youngest 
kid to identify 100 cars in 160 seconds . At the age of 5 he was short listed for Whitehat 
programming contest. He was one among top 50 across the globe. At the age of 6 he 
won many records from India Book of Records, International Book of Records and Asia 
Book of Records for his distinguished performance. He also secured Bronze medal in 
Singapore International Mathematical Olympiad.

Stupendous achievement by grade X students of 2021-22 batch
Master Aayan Mohanty bagged the first position and Master Manvith Sai secured the 3rd position among MDN Edify 

schools across India in X grade CBSE Board Exams for the Academic Year 2021-22. The students were awarded with cash 

prize of Rs.11000/- each by management of Edify School, Tirupati of Independence Day Clelebrations. Honourable Chief 

Guest of that day Sri B.Lakshmikantham garu handed over the  cheque to the achievers who have made the school proud 

and brought laurels with their exceptional achievement. 

ACHIEVEMENTS



Azadi ka Amrit Mahotsav- Essay Writing & Poster Making Competition 

On the eve of Azadi ka Amrit Mahotsav, our school had conducted essay writing and poster making competition for 

secondary grade students.

 G Deepak of grade VIII ( English), Vibhor Singh of grade IX  (Hindi) and D Jershia  of Grade X ( Sanskrit) were chosen as 

best writers. C Sraddha of grade X was chosen for Poster Making.

Mesmerizing dance performance on the occasion of Gokulashtami

All the Ladies, see on Sravana Bahulashtami,

destiny became, at midnight came (was born) Sri Krishna

On account of Gokulashtami, on 19th August, 2022 TTD and Sri Venkateshwara GOSAMRAKSHANA Shaala, Sri 

Venkateshwara Gosamrakshana trust conducted cultural programmes where a semi classical dance “sathulaara chudare 

sravana bahulashtami” by 20 Edifiers stole the show in the presence of Sri. Y.V. Subbareddy, TTD Chairman, Sri. Bhumana 

Karunakar reddy MLA for which the audience showered applauses.



It’s raining medals, Certificates and achievements for our school.

Edifiers gave a tough competition in the Tirupati Inter Athletic Meet organized by Bharatiya Vidya Bhavan school, Tirupati on 

13th August, 2022. Athletes of Edify School bagged 6 Gold, 2 Silver and 2 Bronze medals.

National Abacus and Mental Arithmetic Competition

IN THE LIMELIGHT!!! 18th National Abacus and Mental Arithmetic competition was conducted by SIP National Prodigy in 

the month of April and May 2022 India (online).

V Yakshit of grade VII , M Nishitha of IV, M. Poorvika Chowdary  of Grade-VIand M. Mohith Grade-IIIof our School received 

State Performer Award for achieving the benchmark performance in Andhra Pradesh.



Guest lecture by Dr.Sandeep Reddy on bone health

Keep your bones strong and healthy

"Stronger bones can not only help you stand in a correct posture, but also protect your delicate organs from any kind 

of injury."

Dr. Sandeep Reddy, MBBS, M.S an Orthopedic surgeon was invited to enlighten the little brains of Grade III Edifiers through 

his speech. It was informative for students and they were interested to know the amazing points on special diet which must 

be consumed by all the kids to improve their bone strength.

CUISINE CLUB

NO FLAME; NO FIRE COOKING

“A humble beginning towards a healthy eating revolution.”

Our cuisine club is engaged in  engaging  young minds and helping them understand and appreciate how preparing and 

eating the right type and amount of food can help them in maintaining a healthy diet. Students are trained to prepare easy 

and healthy recipes. They learn to work in a team, come up with innovative ideas and learn to manage time in the kitchen.

As a part of their first activity, the teeny master chefs of Edify came up with a yummy combination of Cocoa powder and 

Biscuits on 3rd August, 2022 .The ‘biscolate’ was served with the combo of grated coconut and a tasty, tangy lemonade 

with refreshing mint extracts.As a part of cuisine club activities, our little Master Chefs of primary school prepared a healthy 

and creamy ‘vegetable sandwich’ with colorful vegetables on 3rd Aug. They prepared ‘tricolor pops’ to show their love 

towards our country using vegetables and fruits on 10th Aug.

 An innovative sweet dish which is rich in nutrients providing the best of both tasty and healthy worlds was prepared by our 

Edifiers ‘ dry fruit laddu’on 10th August,2022 as their second week activity.The last week of the month, primary school 

students prepared a quick and healthy dish using biscuits, bananas, dry fruits and made boring biscuits into yummy 

‘biscuits sandwich’as an evening snack on 24th Aug. Offering god with pure soul is the way of getting blessing from 

god.Our little Master Chefs learnt to make Panchamrit using Milk, Curd, Fruits, Jaggery and Honey as an offering for Lord 

Ganesh on occasion of Ganesh Chaturthi on 29th Aug.‘papdi chat’was prepared as a part of the third week club activity.

GUEST LECTURES

CLUBS





Eco Club

“BE A PART OF THE SOLUTION; NOT PART OF THE POLLUTION”

Eco-Club is a part of Edify schools in Tirupati with their primary aim to generate environment consciousness among school 

and college students.

Students of the Environmental Club understood the importance of conservation of natural resources by making posters on 

the theme "Conservation of natural resources" on 3rd August, 2022. The creative Edifiers displayed their artistic skill 

through an array of posters. Edifiers from Primary school of ECO Club explored the importance of conserving water and 

shared their ideas with their peer group on 3rd August they stated the significance of our natural heritage through their 

essays and shared their ideas on how to conserve it. They even tinted the images of incredible India on 17th Aug. 

As a part of creating awareness on saving earth, students made chart paper danglings and shared their ideas with their 

peer group on 24th Aug.

As a part of their 2nd week activity, Environmental Club students learned about the instrument used by meteorologists to 

measure the amount of rainfall and understood about rain gauge by doing the improvised model of rain gauge. 

As a part of 3rd week activity Secondary grade Edifiers worked as team and enthusiastically participated in group 

discussion on "The ways of celebrating Ganesh Chaturthi without polluting the environment". The ideas of the students was 

found to be thought provoking and interesting.

This idea was implemented and many eco friendly Ganesh as were made by the students of Eco Club with the support of 

Creative Club students as a part of their 4th week activity.

Literary Club

“THE LANGUAGE IS A WORK IN PROGRESS. HAVE FUN WITH IT.”

As part of team building activity, in the 1st week of August, the Young laureates of Literary club enthusiastically participated 

in Poster making activity on 3rd August, 2022. The objective of this activity is to promote team spirit among the students, 

effective communication, active listening, share ideas and work collaboratively to complete the given task. The students 

really took up the challenge of time limit and performed their best as a team.Literary Club aims to develop creative thinking 

skills among students with fun activities and games. 



Edifiers from primary school of Literary Club had Silent Letter Marathon Activity on 3rd August where they came up with 

maximum number of words with silent letters. Later they had identified silent letters in the given words. The kids of grade 1 

& 2 came up with Phonic Activity where they came up with their own examples with the given blend sounds.

As a part of the 2nd week activity, The laureates of Literary club enthusiastically participated in Word Activity. This activity 

intend to enhance their vocabulary and sentence construction to express their views and ideas with ease .One flag, one 

land, one nation evermore.  Feeling of patriotism brings people closer and inspires them to act together.  

Our young patriots of grade I & II drew our Tricolor Flag and described the importance of the Flag and its importance. The 

patriots of grade III, IV & V saluted our freedom fighters by recollecting their sacrifices and their role in achieving freedom 

from the British rule. 

The laureates of Literary club cooked the ideas in accordance with the clues given in the grid as a part of their 3rd week 

activity. The beauty of any language is portrayed by its adjectives that paint a picture with words and create vivid images.  

On 17th August the tiny tots of grade I & II showed their favorite toys to their friends and described it using adjectives. Our 

Edifiers of grade IV & V enhanced their knowledge of Figures of Speech by describing pictures using Similes creating a clear 

image in the listener's mind.   

They were given stipulated time to make ideas with the given character, settings and plot clues to make an interesting story.  

They also tried to suggest moral to their stories. It was found to be very interesting and thought-provoking activity which 

gives a scope to enhance their imagination and creativity. Festivals are an essence of any culture heritage.  On 24th August, 

the Edifiers from primary school of Literary Club marked the beginning of festive season by narrating the birth and 

childhood stories of Lord Ganesh and his importance as God of knowledge. The Club had an interesting mix of our cultural 

and national festivals as part of Club activities.



Media Club

“WHOEVER CONTROLS THE MEDIA CONTROLS THE MIND”

Edify Media Club works on holistic development of the child. On 3rd August, 2022, as a part of its 1st week activity, the 

members were given atask of interacting with the members of other clubs and staff of the organization. This task is to bring 

out theconfidence and interactive skills of the children. 

Independence Day reminds of decorations with tiny hands holding Indian flag as a mark of respect to show love and 

patriotism towards India. 

In its 2nd week, Young generalists of Edify enthusiastically showed their generalist skills by capturing the moments of Pre-

Independence Day Celebrations like essay writing competitions in 3 languages, Poster making, crafts by creative club, 

dances, and other field events on 10th August,2022.

 Media Club in its 3rd week, not only gave their repor ts on different clubs but also focused on theoratory skills. Seniors 

members participated in a debate. The aim of the debate was to honepublic speaking skills of the students and teach them 

to be articulate while expressing their thoughts and opinions.

 The topic for the day was ‘Reservation in Education a curse or a boon “. The participants, armed with statistics and data 

made their arguments more emphatic with theirrighteous facial expressions and voice modulation. They exhibited great 

oratory skill.

Creative Club

The enthusiastic Edifiers made many different craft related works in this month as the month was energetic with many 

festivities. Students made a Rakhi by using woolen thread and coloured paper strips on the occasion of 

Rakshabandhan.Then came the patriotic crafts where the students of Primary and Secondary made many crafts that 

resembled our Indian flag and they also decorated the entire school with those crafts. To improve the fine motor skills 

among students, the creative club members planned a pattern drawing too where students had lot of fun in making 

colourful patterns. In the last week of the month, students made an origami umbrella to decorate Lord Ganesha's idol which 

was impeccable.The members of Eco and Creative Club collaborated with each other and made a sustainable eco friendly 

Ganesha by using whole wheat and Maida flour, turmeric,  cloves where the idol turned out to be mesmerizing. 



FIELD TRIPS
Field trip to construction site-Grade II

Nothing ever become real till it is experienced

As a part of our IM-2, Grade II explorers were taken to a construction site. In the construction site, the supervisor was kind 

enough to speak to our students and explained them about the materials used in the construction.

Our students were astounded to see the construction material which was displayed for our field trip. The students were 

amazed to look at those materials used in the construction site.



Field trip to Fire Station and Post Office

Let’s go out and explore there

Edifiers of Grade-1 went to a field trip for Fire Station and Post Office.

Students met different community helpers who are helping us in our daily life. Students were cherished to learn the spirit of 

our fire fighters as they risk their lives to rescue other people and also shown their enthusiasm to know the hospitality of 

postal services.

Field trip to Gram Panchayat

Time to know more about self-governance

Edifiers of Grade - IV visited Tiruchanoor Gram Panchayat. Students explored the importance and functions of local self-

government and got hands-on-experience about self-governance.

Field trip to Biology lab

Bodacious body system

A body system is a collection of parts able to work together to serve a common purpose - growth, reproduction and 

survival. Edifiers of Grade III visited Biology lab of Sri Padmavathi School of Pharmacy to enhance their knowledge on 

different body systems. They learnt that "A perfect coordination of its organs contributes to the stability of an integrated 

whole being".



RAKSHA BANDHAN

NO LOVE PURER THAN OURS ; NO BOND TIGHTER THAN OURS

Edifiers conducted a special assembly on 19th August '22 to 

celebrate Rakshabandhan and to reflect upon the timeless 

relationship between brothers and sisters.

At our School, we believe that the bond binds the two equally. Both 

pledge to love and care for each other. Here, Terra house did a role-

play and showcased this beautiful feeling of care and friendship 

between a brother and sister where like the historic tradition, the role 

play  ended with  the sister tying a rakhi on his brother's wrist.

SRI KRISHNA JANMASHTAMI

 “The mind acts like an enemy for those who do not 

control it. May lord Krishna steal all our worries and 

tensions on this krishnashtami.”

Sweeter than honey, tastier than curd, pleasanter indeed 

than any happiness and joy is the company, is the power 

of the name of Krishna. The birthday of Lord Krishna is 

celebrated with great devotion and enthusiasm in Edify. 

The students came traditionally dressed. A splendidly 

colourful program was organized by the children where 

students presented songs, dance performances and a 

short role play. An awareness on Janmashtami, the mythological stories on Krishna, Radha, Kansh – through plays and 

narrations; were presented to the children.

WORLD SENIOR CITIZEN'S DAY

Growing old is gold. It is a natural process and the universal truth of 

life. The World Senior Citizen's Day is celebrated on 21st August 

every year. The day is for celebrating the elderly by showing our 

gratitude, and increase awareness about the issues that affect 

them.

A short speech enlightened the students, about where and when the 

Senior Citizen's Day was first celebrated. Students realised that the 

elders of the family and senior citizens need love, care, our time, 

appreciation, support, respect, and security.

NATIONAL SPORTS DAY

“Winners never stop. They know that the more they play the 

more the challenges they await.”
thTo commemorate 117   birth anniversary of Hockey 

Legend, Major Dhyan Chand, on 29th August, 2022 our 

Edifiers have given a special assembly presentation 

creating awareness about the values of sports: discipline, 

perseverance, spor tsman spirit, teamwork, and to 

encourage the public at large to take up sports and make it 

an integral part of their lives.

SPECIAL ASSEMBLY- Secondary School
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 “Our language is the reflection of ourselves. Absolutely 

nothing is so important for a nation's culture as its 

language”

To commemorate the 152nd bir th anniversary of 

'Vyavaharika Bhashodyama Neta' Gidugu Venkata 

Ramamurthy , our Edifiers celebrated  Telugu Bhasha 

Dinotsavam with students speaking on the importance of 

Telugu, recited poems and sang songs.

Friendship Day

Faithful Friendship day

The only way to have a best friend is to be one. A friend is 

someone who makes it easy to believe in yourself. Students 

from Terra House danced with joy and shared their thoughts 

on Friendship Day. Edifiers tied friendship bands on each 

other's wrists and promised to be each other's friends 

forever. They made everyone to remember their friends and 

best friends with their presentation.

Raksha Bandhan

The thread that strengthens the unbreakable bond

Raksha Bandhan is one of the most endearing ways to 

celebrate

the bond between brothers and sisters.

Aqua house students gave the loveliest presentation 

through a storytelling and concluded with a heart touching 

skit. It was an eye feast to see the purest bond between 

brothers and sisters during their presentation.

'World Senior Citizen’s Day'

Old people are the work of art

Edifiers of Ignis house presented a special skit on 'World 

Senior Citizens Day' in the assembly depicting the role of 

elderly people in our life.

Through this skit, students understood better to look after 

them in their need and they felt happy for having such lovely 

elders at their home.

SPECIAL ASSEMBLY- Primary School



IM Based Assembly

Similes are like metaphors Numbers are the base of Mathematics  Grandiose Grammar 

Democratic Indian Government Adjectives are the sugar of literature Inhale the future, exhale the past

Home, the spot of Earth supremely blessed

A home is the protection from storms-all storms



Activities

STEM Challenge

“All Life is an experiment. The more the experiments, you make the better.”

Our Edifiers of grade VI, VII and VIII have successfully completed the 2nd STEM challenge. This time, the number of 

participants increased and presented their creative skills in developing and completing the challenges given.

The STEM challenges were

Grade VI – Making a working Stethoscope, which can hear the heartbeat

Grade VII – Making a helping hand which can lift objects

Grade VIII – Making a Floating Wharf which floats on water 

Learning a language, learning a new vision-Grade I

Learning Hindi is not so easy but when school makes learning exciting, students are more willing to participate and often 

find the learning more memorable. Grade-I students learnt Hindi letters by working together with Hindi letters flashcards to 

learn the letters easily. With this group activity they retain information quicker and longer.



IM Based Activities

Heavenly food festival – Grade II

Food has always been one's source of happiness. On the part of their Inquiry module our grade II Edifiers celebrated Food 

festival on 30th July. Children enjoyed and experienced the delightful taste of various traditional foods. They shared their 

knowledge by discussing about the ingredients and nutrients of the food.

All our knowledge begins with senses- Grade III

With the objective of investigating the different sense organs of human body, the inquisitive Edifiers of Grade III participated 

in fun filled blind fold game. It helped them to focus and notice the functions of each sense organ more closely to 

understand better about the concept.

Caring members Community helpers- Grade I

"If we do not lay out ourselves in the service of mankind whom should we serve?"

As a part of our IM 2, Grade II students explored the school community to learn about the people who work at their school 

and how everyone helps each other to keep the school running safety and happily.

Students met admin department, accounts department, library, cafeteria, stores security rooms etc., and learned that 

everyone at school contributes in their own special way to make sure students learn happily and safely. The students were 

excited to explore the school campus and enjoyed this school tour.



Comestible model of digestive system- Grade III

The enthusiastic Edifiers of Grade III demonstrated a beautiful activity using fruits and vegetables to prove that the digestive 

system plays a major role in our overall health as it brings nutrients to our body. They confidently demonstrated the 

functioning of different organs related to the digestive system like, the oesophagus, stomach, liver, intestines, etc. Hence 

enhancing these young learners in setting educational objectives and execution of research projects.

Two minutes twice a day for oral hygiene- Grade III to V

Brushing one's teeth is an important part of oral hygiene. Edifiers of Grade III, IV & V acquired more knowledge on the 

importance and methods of brushing in group activity. They demonstrated how to brush teeth, to maintain oral hygiene and 

avoid cavities. They promised to take good care of their teeth as they take care of a precious diamond.

Group Activities



CANVA GRAPHICAL DESIGN

“Design can be art, Design can be aesthetics. Design is so simple that's why it is so complicated.”

Sunday activity for Residential students went with Digital Club – CANVA GRAPHICAL DESIGN on 7th August,2022.  

Students designed different themes and showed their talent. It was fun and everyone enjoyed making their own graphical 

designs. The motto of this club is to improve Creativity, Innovation, Critical thinking, Collaboration, Teamwork and 

Communication skills.

VARALAKSHMI VRATHAM CELEBRATION FOR BOARDERS:

“Pooja is offering to God, Prathana is demanding from God. When we pray by offering all our karma and even ourselves to 

God, the prayer fruitifies”

'Varalakshmi Pooja' was devotionally done by the Residential Students. They prepared panchamruta and venerated the 

Goddess with devotion. Residential head Mr. Hari Krishna joined the students in the pooja celebrations. The students had a 

devotional day with lots of fun, prasadam and delicious food. Communication skills.

Hygiene is the key to good health – Grade I & II

Keeping your body fresh and clean gives you confidence and helps you to stay healthy. Edifiers of Grade I & II learnt about 

'Personal hygiene' and shared their experiences and routines on personal hygiene in this group activity.

BOARDERS



DESIGN THINKING - 2

“Design is Intelligence made visible”

As a part of ‘Design Thinking and Innovation 2022', to develop problem solving skills, creativity and innovation skills among 

residential students ,  an activity of designing  a 3D  spaceship has been conducted. Children exhibited their creative skills 

and gave  scientific descriptions of their space ship. They had fun and enjoyed making the spaceship model.

SRI KRISHNA JANMASHTAMI CELEBRATIONS

“May lord Krishna's flute invite the melody of love into our life.”

Residential Edifiers celebrated Sri Krishna Janmashtami on 19th August, 2022 inside the campus. The celebrations were a 

treat for eyes as children participated in worshipping lord Krishna by singing his keertans to seek his blessings. 

Special guest talk was delivered by Swami Sada Ram Das from ISKCON , Tirupati, who spoke about the relationship 

between Bhagavad-Gita and Lord Krishna . 

GANESH CHATURTHI  CELEBRATIONS

“Everything that has a good beginning has a good ending. Let's make peace with that and all will be well.”

As a part of vinayaka chavithi, our  residential Edifiers enjoyed making the Eco friendly Ganesha Idol with clay. Each group 

made a different model which showed  their creativity skills and team collaboration. All Eco Ganesha were ready for pooja. 

The celebration began with Ganapathi pooja followed by distribution of different varieties of prasadams and dance 

performances by kids. There was devotion, fun, creativity altogether.







“Childhood friendships are timeless treasures of the heart”

National Friendship Day occurs every year on the first Sunday of August. Our Edifiers of IK-II interacted with Director of Sri 

Padmavathi Educational Institutions Mr.P.Praneeth on 2nd August, They greeted him and tied friendship bands. To educate 

that animals are also our friends, the tiny tots tied a cattle bell to the cow and the calf. The learners were involved in outdoor 

play in the nature, palm tracing activity and finger printing activity and colouring.

Raksha Bandhan celebrations @Kindergarten

Rakshabandhan- A string that connects the wrist to the heart!

“Brothers and sisters are as close as hands and feet”.

The main objective behind celebrating 'Raksha Bandhan' was making the children aware about the virtuous bond of love 

between a brother and a sister which is one of the deepest and noblest of all human emotions.To memorialize this lively 

festival, the sparkling girls showed up in beautiful traditional attire, put tilak, did aarthi and tied rakhi to the boys. The boys in 

return promised to take care of the girls and as a token of love, gifted colouring and story books to them. All the children 

enjoyed eating delicious sweet kesari made in our school cafeteria. The vibrant, colourful attires and innocent smiles 

brightened the ambience and lifted the spirit.

Independence Day Celebrations 

“Ask not what your country can do for you. Ask what you can do for your country.”The powerful words of the freedom 

fighters still inspire the present generation and invoke the spirit of patriotism among all. Little patriots of Edify school 

exhibited their presentation skills by participating in character portrayal and telling the slogans of great freedom fighter who 

sacrificed their life for the motherland. The love for the country was felt in their voice!

CELEBRATIONS



Sri Krishna Janmashtami Celebrations @ Kindergarten

वसदवे सत दवे कस चाणरमदन�  | दवेक� परमान�द क�ण वद ेजग�� || ृु ु ं ं ं ू ं ं ं ं ंु
We take the pleasure of sharing some beautiful captures from the Janmashtami celebration at Edify School, in which our 

little divine souls came dressed up as Sri Krishna, Radha and gopika. The program began with lightning of lamp to seek 

blessings of Lord Krishna. Tiny tots of kindergarten made the atmosphere divine by presenting songs and beautiful dance 

performances. The tiny tots were addressed by our Academic Head Ms.P.Jahnavi and Principal, Mr.Tr Girish.

The children were educated about the importance of the festival and the reason behind celebrating Krishnashtami during 

their story period.

Blue Colour Day @ Kindergarten

“Children learn as they play. Most importantly in play, children learn how to learn”.

Excitement and enthusiasm was visible everywhere. All the children came dressed up in different shades and hues of blue. 

The colour of loyalty, strength, wisdom and trust had a very positive impact on tiny tots bringing in harmony and 

brotherhood. The little ones of IK II enjoyed learning about the family of sea animals that live in body of salt water like a sea 

or ocean which was integrated with their ongoing Inquiry Module 'Family'. The little champs of IK III played cricket which left 

all the kids bouncing with joy. They were divided into two groups of teams India and South Africa. Our Principal sir also 

joined enjoyed and encouraged the little champs.

Ganesh Chaturthi Celebrations @ Kindergarten

To seek the blessings of lord Ganesha , who is worshipped as “God of new beginnings and remover of obstacles as well as 

the God of wisdom and intelligence”, Ganesh Chathurthi was celebrated at Edify school for the Kindergarteners. Some of 

our kids came dressed up as God Siva, Goddess Parvathi , God Ganesha and God Subramanya swamy.

An Eco Friendly Ganesha was made by our kids with the help of their teachers. Educators educated about significance and 

the importance of Eco Friendly ways of celebrating the festival. A role play was enacted by the students showing 'Ganesha 

Jananam'. Kids has tasty prasadam which was offered to God Ganesha.



Activity on 'Etiquette of the month'

Greet and thank by name! 

Greeting anyone is considered a sign of respect and it also means the person is valued. A simple thankyou shows gratitude 

and lets the giver know that the gift or help is appreciated.

The little champs of Edify school expressed their gratitude towards their everyday helpers at school by giving thankyou 

cards to them.

Creative craft demonstration on the occasion of Independence Day by Kindergarteners of Edify

Tribute to the designer of our national flag Sri.Pingali Venkayya Garu

Edifiers of Kindergarten department were involved in different craft and collage works using tricolor papers. The upcoming 

patriots were educated about the importance of our national flag and the great Telugu freedom fighter and the designer of 

our Indian National flag Sri.Pingali Venkayya Garu.

Clay Modelling activity @ Kindergarten 

“Clay can be dirt in the wrong hands but clay can be art in the right hands.”

Hand eye coordination is a neurological process where the visual input provided by the eye is used to guide the hands in 

performing a task. Kindergarteners enjoyed clay modelling activity by doing Lord Ganesh idols with clay. The objective was 

to enhance fine motor skills and bring creative skills among them.

Activities @Kindergarten



Hoop Race – Competition of the month

“Children will learn to view competition as an opportunity to learn from success as well as failure.”

The enhancement of physical and mental development of children is certainly the most important contribution of sports for 

children. by playing sports children develop physical skills, exercise, make new friends, have fun, learn to be a team 

member, learn about play fair, improve self-esteem and much more. All the kindergartners enthusiastically participated in 

this month's sports competition 'Hoop Race'. The prelims were conducted last week and the final round was conducted  for 

students who qualified for finals.

Assembly presentation on etiquette of the month- 'Personal Hygiene'

“Take care of your body. It's the only place you have to live in.”

Good personal hygiene involves keeping all parts of the external body clean and healthy. It is important for maintaining both 

physical and mental health. There are many topics that come under personal hygiene. Edifiers of Kindergarten in the 

assembly today emphasized on brushing the teeth properly, trimming the nails and hand washing in best ways to avoid 

spreading communicable diseases and leading a healthy life.

Assembly presentation on National Sports Day

It's time to give priority to 'Sports' and 'Fitness' related activities and contribute 

towards a Healthier INDIA.

It is special occasion to make the Nation more educated towards the importance of 

being healthy and fit besides commemorating the birth anniversary of Hockey 

Legend Major Dhyan Chand Singh. Today on the occasion of National Sports Day, 

Kindergarten Edifiers came dressed up as different players of sports heroes and 

Champions, honouring their contribution and dedication towards bringing laurels 

to the country. Our kids thanked our Physical training teachers and made them feel 

special by giving smiley stick puppet and roses to them.

SPECIAL ASSEMBLY
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